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Uglies, The Collector's Set
Penguin

After her own encounter with the
Spill Zone gives her uncanny
powers, Addison teams up with
fellow survivor Don Jae, and a
curious rag doll, Vespertine.
Spill Zone Book 2 Jones &
Bartlett Learning
Deception. Risk. Betrayal.
Redemption. Master storyteller
Scott Westerfeld is at the top of
his game, and back to his most
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famous realm. Frey and Rafi are
inseparable . . . two edges of the
same knife. But only one of them
is ever seen in public.Frey is
Rafi's twin sister-and her body
double. Their powerful father has
many enemies, and the world has
grown dangerous as the old order
falls apart. So while Rafi was
raised to be the perfect daughter,
Frey has been taught to kill. Her
only purpose is to protect her
sister, to sacrifice herself for Rafi
if she must. When her father
sends Frey in Rafi's place as
collateral in a precarious deal, she
becomes the perfect impostor.
But Col, the son of a rival leader,
is getting close enough to spot the
killer inside her . . . .
Peeps Penguin
The Chosen introduces
the first book in the
Contender trilogy, an
epic young adult
fantasy from Taran
Matharu, author of the
New York
Times–bestselling
Summoner series.
Throughout history,

people have vanished
with no explanation. A
group of teenagers are
about to discover why.
Cade is settling into a
new boarding school,
contemplating his
future, when he finds
himself transported to
another realm. He soon
discovers their new
world is populated with
lost remnants from the
past: prehistoric
creatures, ancient
relics, and stranger
still—people.
Overwhelmed by his
new surroundings, Cade
has little time to adjust,
for soon he and his
fellow classmates are
forced to become
contenders in a brutal
game, controlled by
mysterious overlords.
But who are these
beings and why did
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they choose these
teens? Cade must
prepare for battle . . .
because hiding is not an
option. Fans of fantasy
and LitRPG will
welcome this new
character and world
from the author of the
Summoner series.
Real Estate
Appraisal Feiwel &
Friends
The second
installment of Scott
Westerfeld’s New
York Times
bestselling and
award-winning Uglies
series—a global
phenomenon that
started the
dystopian trend.
Tally has finally
become pretty. Now
her looks are beyond
perfect, her clothes
are awesome, her
boyfriend is totally

hot, and she’s
completely popular.
It’s everything she’s
ever wanted. But
beneath all the
fun—the nonstop
parties, the high-
tech luxury, the
total freedom—is a
nagging sense that
something’s wrong.
Something important.
Then a message from
Tally’s ugly past
arrives. Reading it,
Tally remembers
what’s wrong with
pretty life, and the
fun stops cold. Now
she has to choose
between fighting to
forget what she knows
and fighting for her
life—because the
authorities don’t
intend to let anyone
with this information
survive.
The Critical Merits of Young
Adult Literature Routledge
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A year ago, Cal Thompson was a
college freshman more interested
in meeting girls and partying than
in attending biology class. Now,
after a fateful encounter with a
mysterious woman named
Morgan, biology has become,
literally, Cal's life. Cal was
infected by a parasite that has a
truly horrifying effect on its host.
Cal himself is a carrier,
unchanged by the parasite, but
he's infected the girlfriends he's
had since Morgan. All three have
turned into the ravening ghouls
Cal calls Peeps. The rest of us
know them as vampires. It's Cal's
job to hunt them down before
they can create more of their
kind. . . . Bursting with the sharp
intelligence and sly humor that
are fast becoming his trademark,
Scott Westerfeld's novel is an
utterly original take on an
archetype of horror.

Red Queen Kate Daniels
The complete New York
Times bestselling Uglies
series is available as a
collectible boxed set. The
future isn’t far away. In

Tally Youngblood’s world,
looks matter. She lives in a
society created to function
with perfect-looking people
who never have a chance to
think for themselves. And
she’s tired of it. First as an
ugly, then a pretty, and
finally a special, Tally takes
down the social
infrastructure. And then, a
generation later, a world
obsessed with fame and
instant celebrity—and filled
with extras—will reap the
consequences. This
collectible boxed set
contains the complete Ugles
series: Uglies, Pretties,
Specials, and Extras.
Uglies HarperTeen
From the bestselling author
of Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory and The BFG! Mr.
and Mrs. Twit are the
smelliest, nastiest, ugliest
people in the world. They
hate everything—except
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playing mean jokes on each
other, catching innocent
birds to put in their Bird
Pies, and making their caged
monkeys, the Muggle-
Wumps, stand on their heads
all day. But the Muggle-
Wumps have had enough.
They don't just want out,
they want revenge.
Uglies Quartet: Uglies;
Pretties; Specials; Extras
Delacorte Press
Before The Hunger Games,
there was… Uglies. Fast-paced,
chilling and thought-
provoking - this ebook
collection will leave you
wondering. Beauty guaranteed-
but at what price? In Tally's
world, at sixteen you are
transformed from a repellent
Ugly into a stunningly
attractive Pretty, and
catapulted into a high-tech
paradise where your only job
is to have a great time. But
Tally is tired of it. And the
choices she makes changes her

world forever. First as an ugly,
then a pretty, and finally a
special, Tally takes down the
social infrastructure. And then,
a generation later, a world
obsessed with fame and instant
celebrity - and filled with
extras - will reap the
consequences. This ebook
boxed set includes all four
titles in the international
bestselling series.
Shatter City Simon and
Schuster
Ugly’s Electrical References,
2020 Edition is the gold
standard on-the-job reference
tool of choice for electrical
industry professionals.
Offering the most pertinent, up-
to-date information used by
electricians, including:
updated NEC code and table
change information,
mathematical formulas,
NEMA wiring configurations,
conduit bending guide,
ampacity and conduit fill
information, transformer and
control circuit wiring
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diagrams, and conversion
tables. New Features of this
Edition: • Updated to reflect
changes to the 2020 National
Electrical Code (NEC) •
Expanded coverage of the
following topics: o Junction
Box size calculations o
Selecting, testing, and using
multimeters to measure
voltage, resistance, and current
o Selecting, testing, and using
a clamp-on ammeter to
measure current o Selecting,
testing, and using a non-
contact voltage tester
The Last Days Simon and
Schuster
"Special Circumstances" -
These words have sent chills
down Tally's spine since her
days as a rebellious Ugly.
Back then Specials were a
sinister rumour - frighteningly
beautiful, dangerously strong,
breathtakingly fast. Ordinary
pretties might live their whole
lives without meeting a
Special. But Tally's never been
ordinary… Now she's been

turned into one of them: a
superamped fighting machine,
engineered to keep the Uglies
down and the Pretties stupid.
The strength, the speed, and
the clarity and focus of her
thinking feel better than
anything Tally can remember…
most of the time. One tiny
corner of her heart still
remembers something more.
Still, it's easy to tune that out -
until Tally's offered a chance
to stamp out the rebels of the
New Smoke permanently. It all
comes down to one last choice:
carry out the mission she's
programmed to complete, or
listen to that tiny, faint
heartbeat telling her that
something's wrong… Either
way, Tally's world will never
be the same.
Afterworlds HarperCollins
Now that the world is in a
complete cultural renaissance,
fifteen-year-old Aya Fuse, an
Extra, just wants to lay low, so
when she discovers the secret
lives of the Sly Girls, she wants
to report their story, but Aya
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knows that would propel her into
celebrity--a status she's not
prepared for. Reprint.
Extras Simon and Schuster
Tally va avoir 16 ans, et comme
tous les garçons et les filles de
son âge, elle doit subir une
opération chirurgicale qui la
transformera en beauté parfaite.
Elle quittera alors le monde des
Uglies (les moches) et entrera
dans le monde paradisiaque,
dépourvu de violence, de
jalousies et de conflits, des
Pretties (les beaux). Mais peu de
temps avant l'intervention, elle
rencontre des rebelles et
découvre que le bonheur
idyllique des Pretties cache une
sombre machination... et sa vie
bascule. Que va-t-elle choisir :
rester intègre et moche à vie au
sein des Uglies clandestins ? Ou
succomber à la perfection, trahir
ses convictions et sa nouvelle
famille ?

The Twits Simon and
Schuster
The first two novels of Scott
Westerfeld’s New York
Times bestselling series—a
global phenomenon that

started the dystopian
trend—now available in one
edition. Tally can’t wait to
turn sixteen. Only then will
she be able to have an
operation to turn her from a
repellant ugly into a
stunningly attractive pretty
and live in New Pretty
Town—a high-tech paradise
where her only job will be to
have fun. But when Tally
finally becomes pretty,
everything isn’t as perfect as
it seems. Underneath all the
beauty and luxury is a
nagging sense that
something is wrong. Very
wrong. Searching for the
truth, Tally discovers a
whole new side of the pretty
world—and it isn’t very
pretty. Now Tally has a
choice to make: fight to
forget what she knows or
fight for her life.
Specials Scholastic Inc.
Set in a future where cosmetic
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surgery is a requirement at age
16 and attractiveness is
mandated, Scott Westerfeld’s
popular Uglies series has
received critical acclaim from
the press and public alike.
Chock-full of action, adventure
and teenage rebellion, there’s
no question why Uglies has
attracted thousands of fans. In
Mind-Rain, popular authors
examine the series and delve
into the underlying themes.
What sort of critiques are
Uglies, Pretties, Specials and
Extras making about the real
world? Is there more behind
Tally, David and Shay? Mind-
Rain is a collection of smart,
analytical and completely
unauthorized eessays on Scott
Westerfeld’s wildly popular
Uglies series. Westerfeld’s
written introduction gives
readers insight from the person
who knows the series best!
The Maze Runner Disney
Electronic Content
The danger rises and the
deception grows in the heart-

stopping third book in the
New York Times bestselling
Impostors series! Frey's
return to the city of her birth
isn't going to be an easy one.
She and her love Col must
surge on new faces and
bodies in order to infiltrate
Shreve by dropping from the
sky and landing undetected.
Frey's sister Rafi -- no longer
a twin in features, but still a
twin by birth -- is the wild
card. Are the sisters on the
same side . . . or are they
playing to their own
agendas? If their father is
deposed from Shreve, who
will take control? And what
other forces may be waiting
in the wings? Mirror's Edge
is another brilliant
blockbuster from one of the
greatest speculative writers
YA fiction has ever seen, set
within the world of Uglies . .
. and about to converge with
Uglies in a spectacular way.
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The Last Book in the Universe
Scholastic Inc.
This examination of the literary
effectiveness of young adult
literature from a critical, research-
oriented perspective answers two
key questions asked by many
teachers and scholars in the field:
Does young adult literature stand
up on its own as literature? Is it
worthy of close study? The
treatment is both conceptual and
pragmatic. Each chapter
discusses a topical text set of YA
novels in a conceptual
framework—how these novels
contribute to or deconstruct
conventional wisdom about key
topics from identity formation to
awareness of world issues, while
also providing a springboard in
secondary and college
classrooms for critical discussion
of these novels. Uncloaking
many of the issues that have been
essentially invisible in
discussions of YA literature,
these essays can then guide the
design of curriculum through
which adolescent readers hone
the necessary skills to unpack the
ideologies embedded in YA
narratives. The annotated

bibliography provides
supplementary articles and books
germane to all the issues
discussed. Closing "End Points"
highlight and reinforce cross-
cutting themes throughout the
book and tie the essays together.

Mirror's Edge (Impostors,
Book 3) Simon and
Schuster
Ever wonder who was the
first kid to keep a wallet on
a big chunky chain, or wear
way-too-big pants on
purpose? What about the
mythical first guy who wore
his baseball cap backwards?
These are the Innovators,
the people on the very cusp
of cool. Seventeen-year-old
Hunter Braque's job is
finding them for the retail
market. But when a big-
money client disappears,
Hunter must use all his cool-
hunting talents to find her.
Along the way he's drawn
into a web of brand-name
intrigue- a missing cargo of
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the coolest shoes he's ever
seen, ads for products that
don't exist, and a shadowy
group dedicated to the
downfall of consumerism as
we know it.
Miles Morales: Spider-Man
Scholastic Inc.
Captain Laurent Zai embarks
on a suicide mission to stop
the next invasion of the Rix,
machine-augmented humans
dedicated to the destruction of
the immortal Emperor, while
his lover, Senator Nara
Oxham, faces off against the
Emperor himself.
So Yesterday Simon Pulse
Scott Westerfeld's
bestselling Uglies series in a
collectible paperback boxed-
set!
Uglies: Cutters (Graphic
Novel) Simon and Schuster
There are the acknowledged
classics of world literature: the
canonical works assigned in
schools, topping every must-
read list . . . and then there are

the B-Sides. These are the
books that slipped through the
cracks, went unread, missed
their rightful appointment with
posterity. They were ahead of
their times or behind their
times or on a whole different
schedule than the rest of the
universe. What do you do
when a book that you love has
been neglected or dismissed by
everyone else? In B-Side
Books, leading writers, critics,
and scholars show why their
favorite forgotten books
deserve a new audience. From
dusty westerns and far-out
science fiction to obscure
Czech novelists and romance-
novel precursors, the
contributors advocate for the
unsung virtues of overlooked
books. They write about
unheralded novels, poetry
collections, memoirs, and more
with understanding, respect,
passion, and love. In these
thoughtful, often personal
essays, contributors—including
Stephanie Burt, Caleb Crain,
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Merve Emre, Ursula K. Le
Guin, Carlo Rotella, and
Namwali Serpell—read books
by writers such as Helen
DeWitt, Shirley Jackson,
Stanislaw Lem, Dambudzo
Marechera, Paule Marshall,
and Charles Portis.
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